Injury Attorneys in New Jersey
Wilentz Goldman & Spitzer’s personal injury lawyers have
represented thousands of injured people in New Jersey, New York
and Pennsylvania since the firm was established over a century ago
by David T. Wilentz, the legendary New Jersey Attorney General.
Today, Wilentz is among the largest and most successful personal
injury law practices in New Jersey. Our attorneys have won over $2
billion in accrued recoveries for our injured clients over the years.
Results achieved in prior matters are not meant to be a guarantee of
success as the facts and legal circumstances vary from matter to
matter.
At Wilentz, our personal injury attorneys have the resources that are oftentimes needed to thoroughly
investigate and pursue the maximum recoveries for our clients. As seasoned trial lawyers with a long track
record of success in accident cases, we have handled thousands of accident injury cases for New Jersey
residents, including complex wrongful death lawsuits and injury cases arising from car, bus, truck and
motorcycle accidents, pedestrian accidents, slip and fall accidents, railroad accidents, ladder, machinery,
construction site falls, worksite accidents and medical malpractice claims, including injuries resulting from
brain, spinal and other surgeries.
If you or a loved one has been injured as a result of an accident caused by someone else's negligence, you
may be entitled treatment and/or monetary recovery.

Injured? How Our Personal Injury Attorneys Can Help
At Wilentz, we take great pride in our long-standing client relationships that have earned us a reputation as a
leading New Jersey law firm in the personal injury field. Our injury attorneys are committed to making a
difference in the lives of our clients, helping them receive the proper treatment and care for their injuries, and
dedicating the vast resources and legal expertise of our firm in order to secure the monetary recoveries they
deserve.
For a free case evaluation or if you have questions about the law or your injury, please phone us directly using
the phone number found on this page. Or, if you prefer to complete our free case evaluation form, our client
relations representative will contact you as soon as practicable.

To speak with an attorney about your legal options, please call: 732-352-9800.
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